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hour, letting each note linger and tremble and die away before
the next was sounded. With the last stroke the lights went out
and there was darkness and silence.
*••••»
Is there a traveller whose spirit would not be stirred by this
paragraph in the standard Guide-book to Japan ?
" The Kurile Islands, so named by the Russians from the
smoking volcanoes thereon, are called Chishima, or Thousand
Islands, by the Japanese to whom they were ceded in 1875, *n
part exchange for a section of Saghalien. They comprise a lofty
sparsely inhabited volcanic chain extending between the south
of Kamchatka and the north-east point of Yezo (Hokkaido)."
The paragraph goes on to inform the reader that no part of
the Empire of Japan is less known to the foreigner than these
islands where the primitive Ainus live and " huge grizzly bears
roam practically unhunted.'' September and October are the best
months to visit this far-away region, the guide-book added.
The steamy wet months of summer were drawing to a close
and September was due in a few days' time. The fleshpots of the
hill-resorts of civilized Japan had begun to pall and even the
Shrines and Temples to lose their novelty. A spirit of unrest
was in the air and it was yet too early to turn southward toward
the tropics. So a few days later, accompanied by an excellent
interpreter, I was speeding northward toward Nemuro, a small
port that the Japanese have constructed at the extreme eastern
point of Hokkaido. From Tokyo to Nernuro is no mean
journey-—over 1,000 miles by rail, with nearly 100 more by
boat between Japan's two main islands* But the wise traveller
in the Far East will ignore time and distance.
As the train proceeded northward the smiling gardens of
Southern Japan give place little by little to rugged mountains, to
windswept open spaces and to forests so dense that they rival
those of the tropics in their almost impenetrable growth. Only
the vegetation is different. The dark pines and cedars are inter-
spersed with the lighter green of northern deciduous trees
garlanded in creepers, and above the rest gaunt skeletons of dead
forest giants stand out, their branches draped with trailing grey
moss—-forests interminable
The island steamer was five days late in leaving Nemuro, a
dreary nondescript little port. She was no " ocean liner," the

